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Abstract. This Poster follows, on the one hand, from the long-term use of concept maps in classes by one of the authors, and her reflection upon this use; it follows, on the other hand, from the fact that the declared theme is an important subject in the research being carried out by the other two authors. We begin with a necessarily-brief introduction to meaningful learning and its mechanisms, following Ausubel’s and Novak’s meaningful learning theory; we then refer generically to the concept maps, showing how we have both introduced them to pupils and used them in classrooms, and we conclude by presenting two examples (from the many that we could present) to illustrate not only the use that we have made of them, but also their usefulness. Basically, we will present some ideas that we have elaborated and discussed, and which are applicable in what concerns concept maps, and consequently submit them to discussion with the teachers and researchers present in this meeting.

1 Introduction

There are many authors nowadays who contend that classroom learning in can be improved if we understand how human beings create and value knowledge, as well as the psychological processes through which they understand it (Ausubel, 1980, 2003, Gowin, 1981, Novak and Gowin, 1999, Moreira, 1999, Valadares and Graça, 1998, Valadares, 2001). These and other authors give much importance to a constructivist theory, very parsimonious and attractive, which is the meaningful learning theory (MLT). Subjacent to MLT, in its present form, is the idea that each individual builds her/his own meanings in a certain subject on the basis of the interaction between her/his previous ideas on the subject, her/his idiosyncrasies, which include her/his own affectivity (feelings, emotions, etc.) and her/his interaction with the outside world. What an individual knows, in the broadest sense of the word – her/his complex cognitive structure – influences extraordinarily the way she/he will learns other knowledge (Idem). When powerful and relevant anchoring ideas, whether they are images, symbols, concepts, or relation between concepts, are incorporated in her/his cognitive structure (Ausubel calls these “subsumers”) and she/he has an affective commitment to relate new knowledge to prior learning, she/he transforms the logical meaning of new knowledge into psychological meaning, learning meaningfully. That is: there is a non-arbitrary, non-verbatim, substantive incorporation of new knowledge into cognitive structure; what is incorporated in the cognitive structure is the substance of the new knowledge, of the new ideas, and not simply the words used to express them (Moreira, 1998). The new knowledge is thus interiorized, becoming part of the cognitive structure and also changing the concepts to which they related. In the learning materials, in textbooks, for example, the ideas are exposed in a linear way, but we admit that they will be interiorized by the pupil in such a way as to build a conceptual network in his mind, with a certain contextual hierarchy.

2 Concept maps and the Teaching of Physics

A concept map made by a pupil corresponds to a representation of the hierarchical organization of her/his cognitive structure (Wandersee, 1990), allowing the exteriorization of the singularities of that structure, which is very important in the day-to-day functioning of the classroom. In fact, the conceptions with which the pupil begins a learning task become more explicit, it reveals his more or less intuitive and erroneous thought, and when it is again constructed by the same pupil it allows him/her to schematically illustrate what was learnt, how it was learnt and to what extension the pupil’s concepts were enriched.

The disclosure of the pupil “secrets of the mind”, that “externalization” of her/his cognitive structure with the concept map, allows the teacher to make sense of the pupil misconceptions, how he/she establishes the hierarchy of the concepts, and how differentiates, relates, discriminates and integrates them. Therefore, “the construction of concept maps is a way of helping learners and educators penetrate the structure and meaning of the knowledge that they are trying to understand.” (Novak and Gowin, 1991, p.1)

To reveal that the pupil’s mind produced a good progressive differentiation of the concepts, her/his concept map must reveal a hierarchy of concepts, that is the more general and inclusive concepts should come on top of the map, and the more specific and less-inclusive concepts should be placed progressively below. A map should
also show many cross-links between the concepts that cross it from one side to the other, in order to clarify a good integrative reconciliation of concepts in the cognitive structure of the learner who produces it.

Our experience with concept mapping and our awareness of the research on this subject (in our Center of Studies) permits us to state that they facilitate the construction of meanings from the contents of a school text, for example. We believe that the fact concept maps have their foundation in a constructivist vision of the production of knowledge, as well as in the Meaningful Learning Theory (MLT) make them very important tools to improve learning.

As teachers and researchers we have been using concept maps, one of us for about twenty years, mainly in the teaching of Physics. We could realize that they satisfy many useful targets in the teaching of that subject. With little space, we only can attach here two examples. The first one is a map constructed by an 11th grade pupil in a subject called Physics Laboratorial Techniques. He was invited to construct this map after having performed an experimental activity in which he accurately determined the mechanical equivalent of heat, and after having elaborated a report on that experiment for which he was given a B mark. Witness the pupil’s misconceptions, particularly the traditional confusion between heat and temperature. The second map was constructed by one of us in order to structure the planning of an 8th grade curricular unit entitled ‘Light and Vision’. This map was constructed according to the thematic sequence indicated in the National Curriculum for the Instruction of Physics and Chemistry.

3 Conclusions

Concept maps are metacognitive tools that allow the representation of knowledge structures in thematic fields and the disclosure of “secrets” in the cognitive structures of students of all ages. As a learning strategy, concept mapping stimulate learners’ commitment and involvement in negotiation of ideas, which is very important to learn meaningfully. As a teaching support, concept maps are also helpful, as they permit the establishment of networks of concepts that progressively differentiate a central concept in a coherent, structured and integrated manner, guiding the sequence of teaching.

Our experience confirms the research results that point to concept mapping as an efficient strategy for meaningful learning. With them, we could help students to organize their knowledge and to overcome their difficulties. Concept mapping allowed us to operate at the knowledge reorganization level. In opposite to the curricular linear structures, our approaches conducted many times to coherent and structured networks in the pupils’ cognitive structures, facilitating the store in their long-term memories. Our strategies based on concept maps support a pro-active formative assessment and strengthen its didactic role. Using this instrument means giving a new meaning to education, as well as a new meaning to the concepts of teaching, learning, and assessment of learning.
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Fig 1. Concept map constructed by an 11th grade pupil, in a Physics Laboratorial Techniques classroom, after having performed a good report on an experimental activity in which he accurately determined the mechanical equivalent of heat. The map revealed that the student had the traditional confusion between heat and temperature and the wrong idea that there is a variation in the bodies’ temperature involved in all thermodynamic phenomena. Questioned about one of the statements of the map, “calorific energy implies heat”, he revealed also a substantialistic conception of heat. This changed completely the didactic strategic with other students that made the same experimental work after him and implied some decisions concerning the conceptual difficulties of that student.